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does support the assumption of Blochet that Rashid ad-Din
must have heen of Jewish origin.
A further argument with regard to Rashid ad-Din's having
once been a Jew can also be employed. We referred above
to the Jew Rashid ad-Daula at the Court of Gaykhatu. We
do not think we are wrong in expressing the opinion that this
Rashid ad-Daula was no other than the Rashid ad-Din of
the days of Ghazan. In the interval between his first
appearance under Gaykhatu (1294) and his appointment as
vizier (1299), Saul had become Paul, the Jew had turned
Muslim, Rashid ad-Daula had been transformed into
Rashid ad-Din.
This assumption of identity can hardly be disputed on
account of the change of name. We find him, even in his
capacity of Muslim Yizier, being frequently referred to as
Rashid ad-Daula in the sources. Mufacldal b. abi'l Fada'il,1
when he mentions jlx^dlU «S».a j*£~* «_*JalSJ j \*^ a!j-^ -^-^
means "him ; and other historians, too, speak of him
as 4)j~vM J^ij.2 This confusion of the sources implies a
measure of uncertainty worthy of remark, for it would be
definitely unthinkable in the case of an individual of
indisputably Muslim origin. The variation and confusion
between " Daula " and " Din "* in our sources receives its
explanation in the statement of such an authority as
E. Blochet 3 that " les titres en al-Moulk et en ad-Daula . . .
sont caracteristiques des fonctionnaires de l'administration
qui ne sont point Musulmans, les sectateurs du Prophete
recevant, comme cela est parfait^ment logique, les memes
titres en ad-Din ..." But even without these considerations
we possess unequivocal evidence regarding the Jewish origin
of this Rashid ad-Din in a statement, according to which
1 Mufa$4al b. abi'l Fada?il9 vol. xiv, pp. 660-1 ;   vol. xx, p. 226.
* See E. Blochet, Introduction, p. 50 :
3 Note in Blochet's edition of Jtf«/o^<iaZ ibn abi'l Faga'U, vol. xx, p. 36.

